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Abstract 
 
We have investigated the page coloring technique bank partitioning and if it can be applied on 
commercial hardware platforms to reduce execution time jitter for specific tasks. We have also 
investigated how to alter execution times using bank partitioning. Unpredictable latency created by 
execution time jitter is a problem in real-time computing on commercial hardware platforms. We have 
run experiments that try to prove that the bank partitioning method we use alters the execution time 
and that thrashing occurs in the main memory if we run multiple instances of a workload. We receive 
significant changes in execution times when using bank partitioning and we can determine that 
thrashing occurs. However, due to the lack of the ability to measure the hardware performance counter 
for row buffer misses, we cannot determine if thrashing occurs in the main memory level. Since we 
cannot determine when, or if thrashing occurs in the main memory we find that we cannot reduce 
execution time jitter on the two systems that we have tested using bank partitioning on. We also find 
that execution times of specific tasks can be altered by reducing the number of bank bins associated 
with the specific task. The execution time of the task is increased if we reduce the number of bins 
associated with it.  
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Introduction 
In modern day multi-core systems, one of the major bottlenecks for performance improvement is the 
memory. This problem with performance improvement is often called the memory wall, which is the 
growing disparity in performance between processors and off core memory. To solve this problem a 
hierarchy of memory exists, where the memory increases in speed the closer it gets to the cores. Some 
levels in the memory hierarchy are shared resources, e.g.the Dynamic Random Access Memory 
(DRAM), and as the number of cores increase as does the risk of memory contention in shared 
resources. Memory contention is when two or more processes contend for access to a single shared 
memory resource.We have investigated methods that reduce memory contention in the DRAM using 
the software based page coloring technique bank partitioning. 
 
Previous studies by Yun et al. [1], Xie et al. [2], and Liu et al. [3] show good results for bank 
partitioning. However Sahoo et al. [4] show in their study of bank partitioning methods that there is 
no general performance increase, but that some specific applications may receive a performance 
increase using bank partitioning.  
 
We therefore focus our investigation on the effects of bank partitioning on execution time jitter. 
Execution time jitter is variations in execution time for operations of a process and can be caused by 
memory contention. Unpredictable latency on multi-core systems like execution time jitter is a 
problem in real-time computing, especially for general Commercial Off the Shelf (CoTS) hardware.  
 
We have found that it is hard to reduce execution time jitter using our current methodology on the 
systems we tested, but that we can alter the execution times of specific tasks by reducing the memory 
assigned to the tasks through bank partitioning. Reducing the memory assigned to a specific task 
increases its execution time.  
 
 

Background 
A computer is a complex machine which consists of many different types of hardware. A typical 
modern day computer, at a highly abstracted level, consists of a system bus, a CPU, I/O devices and a 
memory hierarchy [5]. The system bus is used for transferring data from the memory to the CPU and 
I/O devices. The focus of this thesis is to investigate how the DRAM interacts with today's multi-core 
architectures, which is why we in this section we explain the relevant hardware and concepts needed 
to understand our research report. 

Dynamic Random Access Memory 
The DRAM, or main memory is a shared resource [1]. In multi-core computers, multiple resources 
can access the DRAM simultaneously. Modern day main memory systems consist of one or several 
Dual Inline Memory Modules (DIMM:s), that are connected to the CPU by a bus, see figure 1. The 
bus is divided into channels that send instructions and receive data from the DIMM:s. The instructions 
sent to the DIMM:s are managed by the Memory controller (MC), which is either a separate chip, or 
integrated into another chip. 



 

Figure 1: Depicts the bus between the DIMMs and the CPU [6] 

The DIMM:s are furthermore divided into ranks, as shown in figure 2. Every rank contains a number 
of banks of a DIMM [4]. One DIMM contains 1-4 ranks. Banks are arrays of data. The channels, 
ranks and banks all provide parallelization. Since the banks can process instructions parallely, more 
operations can be executed and the bus can be more effectively utilized. Each bank has a row buffer 
that acts as a small cache for its´ bank [3]. It contains one row of the bank and it is from the row 
buffer that the memory is read.  

 

Figure 2: Depicts the structure of a DIMM [7] 

When a process requests memory and the requested memory is already stored in the row buffer, the 
latency of the read operation is relatively low. If the requested memory is not in the row buffer, then 
the row currently in the row buffer has to be written back to the bank and a new row has to be loaded 
into the row buffer. To write back the current row and fetch a new row from a bank and store it in the 
buffer, has a higher latency. When the requested row is found in the row buffer, it is called a row 
buffer hit. When it is not, it is called a row buffer miss. 

 

DRAM allocation 
The current most commonly used practice for allocating DRAM for different threads, views the 
DRAM memory as a single shared resource [1]. The current practice takes advantage of the bank level 
parallelism by distributing memory of a thread to several banks. By doing this the thread can access 
data from more than one bank at the same time, but the positioning of the data in the DRAM can be 
unpredictable. 



Memory from several threads can be placed in the same bank in different rows, even though the 
threads do not share data [1]. The sharing of banks can cause memory contention when the threads try 
to access different rows in the shared banks at the same time. 

The conflicts created by the threads become more frequent as the number of cores increase [3]. The 
conflicts create latency which is problematic for latency sensitive systems, such as real-time systems.  

Partitioning DRAM 
There exist two options for partitioning the DRAM for increased predictability, firstly, it is possible to 
use hardware partitioning. It is a technique that partitions memory on the chip without any software 
support. Hardware partitioning is robust and effective. However, it is not always applicable to general 
CoTS hardware platforms, since the silicon of the DRAM may have to be altered significantly [1].  
 
The other technique that can be used is the software based partitioning technique called page coloring 
[8]. Page coloring partitions the DRAM by assigning colors to banks and only allows processes 
associated with the partition´s color to access these partitions. Page coloring is a more general 
approach, since it is applicable to all systems using a feasible Linux kernel and no hardware has to be 
modified. The page coloring technique is more common in cache memory, but is applicable to both 
DRAM and cache memory.  
 
 

Bank Partitioning  
Bank partitioning is a page coloring technique applied in DRAM [2] that assigns colors to banks. The 
colors can be assigned to cores or processes. A core or a process can then only access its color 
assigned partition in the DRAM. Other cores or processes cannot access colors that they are not 
assigned. The motivation for using bank partitioning is to avoid or reduce memory contention in the 
DRAM.  
 
Since each core is assigned a set amount of banks, there is a possibility that the banks of a core 
become full. When the banks of a core are full, the operating system can allow the core, to save data 
in another core´s color. The sharing of colors creates a risk of memory contention between the two 
cores that share the color. 
  

Related Work 
Xie et al. [2], have developed bank partitioning further by partitioning the banks during runtime, 
creating dynamic bank partitioning(DBP). How the partitions change during runtime depend on the 
number of memory intensive threads that are running. Memory intensive threads are threads that often 
have cache misses in the LLC and often collect new data from disk.  
 



Xie et al. divide all threads into three categories. The categories are, (1) non-intensive threads, (2) 
threads with high row buffer hits and (3) threads with low row buffer hits. Threads that are in category 
(2) and (3) are memory intensive threads.  
 
To calculate the least amount of banks in a bank partition, the authors calculate two values, MI and 
MPU. MI is the percent of memory intensive threads currently running and MPU is the Minimum 
Partitioning Unit. To calculate MPU, MI needs to be calculated. MI is calculated by dividing the 
number of memory intensive threads ( ) by the number of all threads( ), seeN memoryIntensive N thread  
Equation 1. MI determines which of the two formulas in Equation 2 to use.  
 
MPU calculates the minimum number of banks in a partition, by dividing the number of all DRAM 
banks in the system by the number of cores that run memory intensive threads. The number of all 
banks in the system are calculated by multiplying the numbers of ranks ( ) with the number ofN rank  
banks that one rank contains ( ). If MI is 0 or 100% the number of banks are divided by all coresN bank  
( ).N core   

                   

     Equation 1. Equation 2. 

With equations 1 and 2, the authors decide how many banks each thread is assigned, depending on in 
which category the thread is in. The number of banks that a thread is allowed to write to, are 
recalculated in intervals in the dynamic approach.  

Xie et al. conclude that bank partitioning is an effective method to reduce memory contention, but 
does not account for fairness or system throughput. A method that does consider fairness and system 
throughput is the Thread Cluster Memory(TCM) scheduling method. TCM categorizes threads during 
runtime into two categories. The categories contain clusters of threads. One category contains threads 
that are latency sensitive and the other category contains threads that are bandwidth sensitive. The 
non-intensive threads are categorized as latency sensitive and the memory intensive threads are 
categorized as bandwidth sensitive.  

When combining DBP and TCM the result that Xie et al. achieve is a system that reduces memory 
contention and increases system throughput and fairness. 

Another text that investigates a technique to reduce memory contention in DRAM is PALLOC, by 
Yun et al. [1]. In their text, they describe their strategy to solve memory contention in the DRAM on 
multi-core platforms. Their method for dynamic memory allocation, called PALLOC, is a dynamic 
bank partitioning method. By using page coloring, PALLOC can assign memory to specific banks.  

PALLOC is based on the current Linux memory allocator, the buddy memory allocator. The buddy 
algorithm is a relatively simple allocation algorithm that divides the available memory blocks in 
halves until it achieves the best possible fit. PALLOC extends the buddy allocator by taking control 
when the blocks reach a size of 4KB or smaller.  

To be able to allocate memory according to the PALLOC allocation algorithm, the address mapping 
must be known. The exact mapping of CoTS hardware is generally not openly provided. To solve this 



problem Yun et al. have, also designed and implemented, as they call it, a “DRAM controller address 
mapping detection methodology”.  

Yun et al. prove that their methodology and DRAM bank partitioning “significantly improves 
isolation and real-time performance“ by performing and evaluating a series of benchmarks. 

Liu et al. [3] have implemented a bank level partitioning mechanism (BPM). Their method is similar 
to, that of Yun et al., PALLOC. The two papers identify the same problem in DRAM bank allocation 
and potential for improvement if a new method is implemented. Both focus on how software based 
methods are more applicable to general CoTS; both Yun et al. and Liu et al. focus on software 
methods to partition DRAM 

Liu et al. also implement a software method to discover bank address mapping bits like Yun et al. [1]. 
However, Liu et al. use a static bank partitioning that does not change the size of the bank partitions 
during execution time.  

Liu et al. describe in detail the architecture, kernel, number of cores, threads and banks in their tested 
implementation. An interesting contribution of their study is that they conclude that, in general, the 
benchmarks they tested achieve 90% of maximum performance given 16 banks. One bank on their 
system is 125 MB. Given more than 16 banks, the benchmarks do not achieve a significant increase in 
performance. The results of the Liu et al. are similar to those of Yun et al. 

Sahoo et al. [4] have performed an experimental study on DBP of DRAM in Chip Multiprocessors 
(CMP). Dynamic bank partitioning introduces overhead and also polling from time to time, that static 
bank partitioning does not have. Sahoo et al. use the method for DBP created by Xie et al. [2] to 
compare static and dynamic bank partitioning. To compare the methods, Sahoo et al. use a series of 
synthetic and SPEC2006 benchmarks. They find that compared to static bank partitioning, dynamic 
bank partitioning does not achieve a general speedup. Only a few applications achieve a performance 
increase using dynamic bank partitioning.  

PALLOC [1] and the other studies, [2], [3], [4] investigate the potential impact of bank partitioning 
methods on execution time. They do not investigate how page coloring and dynamic bank partitioning 
can be used to stabilize execution time jitter. Execution-time jitter is variations in execution-times of 
operations of a process and is often caused by memory contention. Their goal is speedup, but 
achieving similar or better performance and reducing execution time jitter may be a more suitable goal 
for dynamic bank partitioning, since DBP shows promise, but has problems achieving an overall 
performance increase. We therefore investigate how to use PALLOC to stabilize execution time jitter. 

Problem formulation and motivation 
Reliability has long been seen as one of the major bottlenecks when incorporating multi-core systems 
in embedded environments. The shared hardware resources can cause unwanted memory contention, 
which is caused by different processes competing for a shared memory resource. However, measures 
such as partitioning can be taken to guarantee exclusive ownership of shared memory resources. Our 
work focuses on DRAM bank-partitioning and how it can be used to reduce execution time jitter. 
 
We therefore investigate the following research questions: 



1. Can we allocate DRAM bank partitions to efficiently counter execution time jitter, while still 
maintaining a reasonable performance? 

2. How can we use DRAM bank partitioning to alter the execution time of specific tasks? 
 

Method 
In this thesis, we investigate how to use DRAM bank partitioning to allocate bank partitions to reduce 
execution-time jitter, while still maintaining reasonable performance. The study consists of two parts. 
In the first part we have investigated DRAM bank-partitioning as a concept, to determine how it can 
be used to reduce execution time jitter. 
  
In the second part we implement bank-partitioning in a Linux system using PALLOC [1]. We then 
experiment with bank partitioning, assigning partitions of different sizes to processes, to investigate 
how we can alter execution time. We have used the mediaplayer mplayer and the benchmark 
tinymembench [9] as workloads for our experiments. 
  
We implement bank partitioning with PALLOC on a Haswell and a Nehalem system, both running a 
custom Linux kernel 4.4.123. We use two systems with different address mappings and different 
numbers of bank bins to compare the results of our tests. We chose to use Linux because it is an open 
source operating system and not hardware dependent. To measure the effects of the bank partitioning 
we use the Performance API (PAPI) [10], which measures hardware performance counters. 

Hardware and environment setup 
In our experiments we have used two computers, which are described in table 1. We used two 
computers to be able to compare results of different address mappings.  
 

Specification Computer 1 Computer 2 

Architecture Haswell Nehalem 

Processor name Intel(R) Core(™) 
i7-4700MQ  

Intel(R) Core(TM) i7 CPU 
Q 740 @ 1.73GHz 

DRAM-size 4 GB 8 GB 

Page size 4 K 4 K 

DTLB entries (1GB) 4 0 

DTLB entries (4KB) 64 64 

DTLB entries (2MB/4MB) 0 32 

Cores 4 4 



Harddrive SSD HDD 

Main memory type DDR3 DDR3 

Table 1.  
 
To partition the DRAM, we use a custom Linux 4.4.123-kernel with PALLOC enabled. To partition 
the banks we needed to discover the bank bits associated with the address mapping of the DRAM 
banks. To detect the bank address mapping bits we use the address map detector provided by the 
PALLOC project on github [11]. From the number of bank bits we detected, we calculate how many 
bins the systems have. The Haswell system has three xor mapped pairs of bank bits and therefore 2^3 
= 8 bins. The Nehalem system on the other hand has six bank bits, that are not xor mapped, and 2^6 = 
64 bins, which is significantly higher. To measure the effects of DRAM thrashing, we use PAPI 
version 5.6.0. 

Experiments  
During the experiments we tested two different workloads, a 4K movie in the media player mplayer 
and the benchmark tinymembench [9]. There are two parts in the tinymembench benchmark test. The 
first part measures bandwidth for various read, write and copy memory instructions. The second part 
of the test measures latency of read operations from random locations of buffers. The buffers tested in 
the tinymembench benchmark are of sizes from 1 KiB to 64 MiB for the Nehalem and the Haswell 
architecture. The properties of the movie are shown in table 2. We run the movie on mplayer with the 
flag -benchmark. The media player mplayer, reads frames from memory and displays the frames on 
the screen. A new frame is displayed every 30 milliseconds.  
 
To measure the effects of the workloads in the system we measure Data Translation Lookaside Buffer 
(DTLB) misses with PAPI. We measure DTLB misses since we believe that the number of DTLB 
misses for a workload will be affected when we change the amount of DRAM that workload is 
assigned. We also believe that the number of DTLB misses will increase if memory contention occurs 
the DRAM. The hardware counter for measuring row buffer misses was not available on either the 
Haswell or the Nehalem system. 
 

Specification Kvalite  Dimension FPS Size Format Length 

Movie 4K 3840 x 
2160 

30 3GB Matroska 25 minutes, 
36 seconds 

Table 2. 

PALLOC verification experiment  
PALLOC works by restricting the the number of bins that a process can access. To verify that 
PALLOC works, we run a PALLOC verification test. In the PALLOC verification test we run a one of 
our workloads and measure the PAPI hardware event DTLB misses during its execution. 
 



We run the PALLOC verification test, on mplayer and tinymembench, for four cases: 
1. We test a workload that is not assigned specific bins using PALLOC.  
2. We test a workload assigned one bin.  
3. We test a workload assigned 50% of all bins in the DRAM.  
4. We test a workload assigned slightly less than 100% of all bins. 

 
On mplayer, we also run the PALLOC verification test while repartitioning the bins during runtime. 
The test contains four stages:  

1. We start and run the mplayer workload. 
2. After 25 seconds, we initialize PALLOC and assign one bin to mplayer while it is running.  
3. After 50 seconds, we assign 50% of all bins in the DRAM to the mplayer workload.  
4. After 75 seconds, we assign slightly less than 100% of all bins. 

To see the exact number of bins for each architecture see table 3. 
 

Architecture One bin 50% Slightly less than 100% 

Haswell 1 4 7 

Nehalem 1 32 60 

Table 3: Shows the number of bins used during the PALLOC verification 
 
 

Test case 1.1 - mplayer 

 
Figure 3: Depicts the number of DTLB misses 
per second using the mplayer workload on the 
Haswell architecture. 

 
Figure 4: Depicts the number of DTLB misses 
per second using the mplayer workload on the 
Nehalem architecture.  

 
Test case 1.1 is the PALLOC verification test, where we restart the mplayer workload for each 
instance. Each instance is 100 seconds long. Figure 3 depicts the results from the Haswell architecture 
and figure 4 the results from the Nehalem architecture. From the figures we draw the conclusion that 
when the mplayer workload is restricted to one bin, fewer DLTB misses per second occur. Mplayer 
instance without PALLOC, Mplayer instance with 50% of all bins and Mplayer instance with slightly 



less than 100% of all bins show no significant difference in DTLB misses per second on either 
system. 
 

Test case 1.2 - mplayer 

 
Figure 5: Depicts the DTLB misses per second 
using the mplayer workload on the Haswell 
architecture, where bins are reassigned during 
runtime. 
 

 
Figure 6: Depicts the DTLB misses per second 
using the mplayer workload on the Haswell 
architecture, where bins are reassigned during 
runtime. 

Test case 1.2 is the PALLOC verification test where we for one instance of the mplayer workload 
repartition the bins during its runtime. Repartitioning clock time shows when PALLOC is initialized 
and bins are repartitioned. It is difficult to draw any conclusions about whether restricting the number 
of bins creates fewer or more DTLB misses for the tested workload since the figures depict an 
unpredictable DTLB miss count even though the workload is given more bins.  

Test case 1.3 - tinymembench  

Figure 7: Depicts the number of DTLB misses 
per second using the tinymembench workload 
on the Haswell architecture. 
 

 
Figure 8: Depicts the number of DTLB misses 
per second using the tinymembench workload 
on the Nehalem architecture. 

Test case 1.1 is the PALLOC verification test, where we restart the tinymembench workload for each 
instance. The execution times of the instances vary. Figure 7 depicts the results from the Haswell 
architecture and figure 8 the results from the Nehalem architecture. Like in test case 1.1 for the 
mplayer workload, we draw the conclusion that when the tinymembench workload is restricted to one 



bin, fewer DLTB misses per second occur. Tinymembench instance without PALLOC, 
Tinymembench instance with 50% of all bins and Tinymembench instance with slightly less than 
100% of all bins show no significant difference in DTLB misses per second on Haswell architecture. 
However for the Nehalem architecture the increase in memory shows a steady increase in DTLB 
misses. 
 
 
 

Figure 9: Depicts the execution times of the 
tinymembench workload on the Haswell 
architecture.  

Figure 10: Depicts the execution times of the 
tinymembench workload on the Nehalem 
architecture.  

 
Figure 9 and 8 depicts the execution times of instances of test case 1.3 using the tinymembench 
workload for both the Haswell and the Nehalem system. From the figures we draw the conclusion that 
restricting the amount of memory has a negative effect on the execution time. The Tinymembench 
workload without PALLOC has the fastest execution time.  

Thrashing verification experiment 
Thrashing creates memory contention, which in turn creates latency for the processes affected by the 
thrashing. To verify that thrashing between processes occurs in DRAM, we run a thrashing 
verification test. In the thrashing verification test we run two and four instances of a chosen workload 
at the same time. During the test we measure the execution times and collect PAPI event data. We 
then use the event data to determine if thrashing occurs.  
 
We conduct two versions of the thrashing verification test on the mplayer workload. In the first 
version we run two instances of a 4K movie simultaneously to try to create thrashing and in the 
second version we run two 4K movies to try to create thrashing. During both versions of the thrashing 
verification test we measure DTLB misses per second for the workload. 
 
In the tinymembench workload test, if thrashing occurs, we run the same number of instances of the 
workload as we used when thrashing was found and partition the DRAM memory equally between the 
tasks, using PALLOC, to see if we can improve execution times for the chosen workloads.  
 
 
 
 
 
 



Test case 2.1- Mplayer 

Figure 11: Depicts the number of DTLB 
misses per second using the mplayer workload 
on the Haswell architecture. 

Figure 12: Depicts the number of DTLB 
misses per second using the mplayer workload 
on the Nehalem architecture. 

 
Test case 2.1 is the Thrashing verification test on the mplayer workload on the Haswell and the 
Nehalem architecture. We run one isolated instance of the mplayer workload and measure the DTLB 
misses. We also run two instances of the same movie simultaneously on different cores and measure 
the DTLB misses of one of the instances. Both figure 11 and 12 show that thrashing occurs, but the 
differences between Mplayer one isolated instance and Mplayer one instance of two simultaneous 
workloads in the Thrashing verification on Nehalem is smaller than on the Haswell.  
 

Test case 2.2 - tinymembench 

Figure 13: Depicts the number of DTLB 
misses per second using the tinymembench 
workload on the Haswell architecture. 
 
 

 
Figure 14: Depicts the number of DTLB 
misses per second using the tinymembench 
workload on the Nehalem architecture. 
 

Test case 2.2 is the Thrashing verification test on the tinymembench workload. We run one isolated 
instance, four instances simultaneously, four instances simultaneously on different cores and four 
instances simultaneously on different cores with equal PALLOC partitions. Figure 13 and 14 show 
that average number of DTLB misses per second for four simultaneous instances is lower than the 
DTLB misses for a single isolated instance.  
 



Figure 15: Depicts the execution times of the 
thrashing test on tinymembench workload on 
the Haswell architecture. 

Figure 16: Depicts the execution times of the 
thrashing test on tinymembench workload on 
the Nehalem architecture. 

 
Figure 15 and 16 depicts the execution times of test case 2.2 of the thrashing verification tests using 
the tinymembench on the Haswell and the Nehalem architecture. On both architectures the execution 
times are significantly higher for Tinymembench execution time of one instance of four simultaneous, 
Tinymembench execution time of one instance of four simultaneous with PALLOC and one core each 
and Tinymembench execution time of one instance of four simultaneous with one core each. We draw 
the conclusion that thrashing occurs based on the significantly higher execution times of the instances 
where four workloads are run simultaneously.  

Summary of results 
The results of the PALLOC verification experiment show that if a workload is assigned fewer bins, 
the number of DTLB misses per second decreases. The results from the PALLOC verification test 
using the tinymembench workload also show a decrease in performance for an instance with a reduced 
amount of bins. The thrashing verification test results show that thrashing occurs and that the 
execution time for the tinymembench workload increases, when four instances are run simultaneously.  
 
Compared to the PALLOC verification experiment on Nehalem system, the Haswell system shows no 
significant change, in the number of DTLB misses of the workloads assigned half or almost all of the 
DRAM memory. It does however show a significant change for workloads assigned one bin, in which 
case the number of DTLB misses decrease. This is consistent with the results form the tests on the 
Nehalem system. 
 

Discussion and conclusion 
 

The experiments we perform test whether we can affect the performance of workloads by changing 
the number of bins using PALLOC, and whether executing multiple workloads simultaneously 
produces thrashing in the DRAM.  
 
In the PALLOC verification test, we found that the number of bins assigned to a workload affects the 
number of DTLB misses per second that a workload produces, for both the mplayer and the 



tinymembench workload. The effect of reducing the number of bins assigned to a workload is that the 
number of DTLB misses decrease.  
 
We believe that the reduction in the number of DTLB misses per second occurs because we restrict 
the amount of memory assigned to the workload. When the workload has a restricted amount of 
memory, the workload has to fetch memory more frequently from the disk and this causes latency. 
The increase in latency, increases the execution time and reduces the number of times the workload 
requests new memory per second. We believe this is the reason for the reduction in DTLB misses for 
workloads with a restricted amount of memory. 
 
Using the tinymembench workload, we also found that reducing the number of bins assigned to the 
workload increased the execution time of the tinymembench workload. We therefore draw the 
conclusion, answering research question two, that we can alter execution time of a specific task by 
restricting the number of bins associated with the specific task. However, restricting the number of 
bins for a task increases its execution time.  
 
The thrashing verification test, measuring the number of DTLB misses per second of a workload, 
shows that thrashing occurs, but since we measure DTLB misses and not row buffer misses, we 
cannot know if the thrashing occurs in the DRAM.  
 
Initially, our primary objective was to investigate how PALLOC can be used to counter the negative 
effects of memory contention in the DRAM. However, we discovered that we were not able to read 
row buffer misses in neither the Nehalem, nor the Haswell architecture. Instead of measuring row 
buffer misses, we decided to measure DTLB misses. We did so to investigate whether we could 
decide if memory contention occured in the DRAM based on the results, since we believed that DTLB 
misses might increase based on changes made in the DRAM. However, the DTLB misses did not 
increase and we could not decide if memory contention occurred in the DRAM. 
 
Our tests show that thrashing occurs, but since we cannot decide what causes the thrashing, we cannot 
use this knowledge to reallocate bank partitions to counter execution time jitter. We therefore draw 
the conclusion answering research question one, that since we cannot decide when, or if execution 
time jitter is caused by memory contention in the DRAM, we cannot reduce execution time jitter. 
 
Several of the related works we have reviewed in this report draw the conclusion that bank 
partitioning alone does not increase system performance. Yun et al. [1] and Xie et al. [2] also 
conclude that bank partitioning could make a better impact on system performance, if combined with 
memory bus scheduling. 
  
During our experiments, we discovered that the mplayer workload was sensitive to disturbance from 
the system and other processes running in the background, and therefore produced unpredictable 
results. From this we drew the conclusion that the movies, even though they were of 4K quality and 
therefore memory heavy, were an unsuitable workload. Another property of movies that speak to their 
unsuitability, is that movies do not reuse frames. A movie displays a number of frames per second, 
based on its frame rate, which means they constantly read new frames from the disk. This is not good 
since it causes unpredictable latency. 
 



To solve the problem of not being able to measure row buffer misses we could have used a DRAM 
emulator, but if we would have chosen this approach, the implementation would not have been able to 
be implemented on COTS systems. This is why we chose to use Linux, because Linux is an open 
source operating system and not hardware dependent.  
 
 

Summary 
We posed the research questions, can we allocate DRAM bank partitions to efficiently counter 
execution time jitter, while still maintaining a reasonable performance and how can we use DRAM 
bank partitioning to alter the execution time of specific tasks? For the first question we conclude that 
we cannot allocate DRAM bank partitions to efficiently counter execution time jitter, since we cannot 
measure row buffer misses. For the second question we conclude that we can use DRAM bank 
partitioning to alter execution times for specific tasks by reducing the number of bins assigned to the 
specific task with PALLOC. However, reducing the number of bins associated with a specific task 
affects the task in a negative way, by increasing its execution time.  
 
 
 

Future Work 
Even though our work does not reduce execution times or the amount of execution time jitter for our 
workloads, it is possible that execution times and execution time jitter could be reduced. We could not 
decide if, or when execution time jitter occured because of memory contention in the DRAM.  
 
A possible future work could be to implement a method to measure the number of row buffer misses 
on COTS hardware. By implementing a method to measure the amount of row buffer misses for 
specific tasks one could decide if memory contention occurs in the DRAM and possibly use bank 
partitioning to reduce execution time jitter. 
 
We noticed a difference in the effect of bank partitioning on the two architectures we used. Another 
possible future work could be to investigate the effects of bank partitioning on DRAM of different 
sizes and DRAM with different numbers of banks, to see if a correlation can be found between the 
effect of bank partitioning and either the amount of memory, or the number of a banks in a DRAM. 
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